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Abstract
In this paper, we develop MDD based case tool for modeling heterogeneous multi-jointed robots. This automatic tool consists of the whole procedure from design to implementation based on our extended UML, which automatically generates heterogeneous models. We also add pre-simulation step in this tool for making an accurate estimate of multi-jointed robot’s motions before developing it.
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1. Introduction
Recently, multi-jointed robots are applied in many fields such as risk construction area¹, military equipment movement², disaster zone³. The more the human increasingly use these multi-jointed ones in many fields, the more this embedded Software would be very complex. Also we need to cooperate the related stakeholders and to choose the better technique of software designs for quickly developing the complicated software with reliability⁴. Due to this reason, there is growing tendency to develop the system with UML⁵ mechanism. The previous UML tools are Rhapsody⁶, TAU G2⁷, Rational RT⁸, and so on. These tools have a lot of functions, but cannot be customized to develop some embedded software systems. So, they just play a role to design on most cases.

In this paper, we propose to solve the previous UML design tool problems based on MDD [⁹,¹⁰,¹¹] tool, and in addition to mention ‘modeling & simulation’ for correctly moving the complex multi-jointed robot.

Our proposed tool also uses to model the system with use case diagram, class diagram, concurrent message diagram, and concurrent state diagram based on MDD (Model Driven Development) that consists of TIM(Target independent Model), TSM(Target Specific Model) and TDC(Target Dependent Code) [⁹,¹⁰,¹¹]. Using profile mechanism, it can automatically transform TSM and then generate Code. To reliably and correctly make heterogeneous software, it should be necessary to make a whole automatic process of our tool.

This paper is organized as follows: we introduce MDD(Model Driven Development) in section 2. In section 3, it shows our proposed development process. In section 4, it shows to design heterogeneous multi-jointed robot with our tool, and analyzes/compare with the existing tools. Finally we mention a conclusion.

2. Related Works
In robot fields, most researches focus on developing embedded software, but it is very hard to reuse embedded software on heterogeneous embedded systems due to hardware oriented development, which is just code-oriented development. MDA(Model Driven Architecture) mechanism is based on one meta-model describing the systems to be built. A system description is made of numerous models, each model representing a different level of abstraction. The modeled system can be deployed on one or more platform via model to model transformations.

MDD automatically transforms design/model into the executable system, and reuses the iteratively redefined model, which is gradually software development process. In that time, model transformation executes automatically in partially/whole procedure.

3. Proposed Development Process
In this section, we mention MDD based development process and model transformation algorithm.
3.1 MDD based Development Process

Our proposed development process in figure 1 consists of five activities of requirement analysis, M&S(Modeling&Simulation), TIM(Target Independent Model), TSM(Target Specific Model), TDC(Target Dependent Code: that is, code generation). First, in requirement analysis step, we can analyze a general target system with use case diagram. Second, in M&S step, we can assemble into a virtual target system, and also simulate to correctly move the virtual target robot. Third, in TIM step, we can design the independent system on middleware(s), operating system(s), and processor(s). We also model the static view of the general system with class diagram, and the dynamic view with concurrent message diagram and concurrent state diagram. Fourth, in TSM step, we can convert the general target independent model into several target specific models which are satisfied on the particular system related with middleware, OS and processor. Finally, in TDC step, it is the code generation step of each specific target model. We can automatically generate code(such as C, C++ and Java) through each specific model as the automatic code generation. Our proposed modeling tool which is based on MDD based development process supports to automatically transform model-to-model and to generate source code.

3.2 Model Transformation Algorithm

This core mechanism for modeling heterogeneous multi-jointed robots should make the transformation algorithm from a general target model to several targets such as robot1 and robot2 in figure 1. We may call 'this model transformation algorithm' into ‘model compiler’. Figure 2 shows to flow the whole algorithm. TIM step will generate semantic tree and context table by analyzing the scanning process of diagrams, that is, meta-models of class diagrams, concurrent message diagrams and concurrent state diagrams. The semantic tree has the values of notations in each diagram. The context table means to generate the standardized meta-model table. After the above process, it creates profile table through loading profile, and also middle language to map the context table with profile table. In this case, it should keep a rule for mapping one-to-one. The middle language generates the TSM(s) applied with model transformation rule from a TIM.

\[ \text{Robot Model Data} \rightarrow \text{Robot Behavior Data} \rightarrow \text{Simulation} \rightarrow \text{TIM} \rightarrow \text{Diagram Scanning} \rightarrow \text{Semantic Tree Creation} \rightarrow \text{Context Table Creation} \rightarrow \text{Transformation Rule Load} \rightarrow \text{Transformation Rule Analysis} \rightarrow \text{Middle Language Creation} \rightarrow \text{TSM} \]

Figure 2. Model transformation algorithm

4. MDD based Modeling Tool

4.1 Proposed modeling tool structure

The modeling tool classifies with UML model, profile parser, model transformer and model simulator in figure 3. Use case diagram, class diagram, concurrent message diagram and concurrent state diagram are made to use in UML model. To do this attempts to reduce the redundant notations of each diagram. It may have one advantage for easily creating diagram in UML model when we need a new diagram.
for new functions. The profile parser can be one interpreting module to read profiles of middleware(s), OS(s) and processor(s), and adopt to transform model together. The model transformer can transform one general TIM into several TSMs. The model simulator can simulate to correctly move the virtual target object.

shows to compose the Robot with the model assembler.

![Figure 3. The whole structure of CASE tool](image)

**4.2 Modeling for Multi-Jointed Robot**

![Figure 4. Model assembler for multi-jointed robot](image)

The whole developing process for the robot does execute this order of M&S(Modeling & Simulation), TIM, TSM and TDC. In this time, we use the robot model assembler and simulator at M&S step, and apply MDD based modeling tool at each TIM, TSM and TDC step. The robot model assembler can assemble parts of the robot to generate the virtual robot. So, we can possibly make various types of the virtual robot according to combing parts in other orders. Figure 4 shows to compose the Robot with the model assembler.

![Figure 5. Simulator for multi-jointed robot](image)

The simulator in the virtual environment is a tool of simulating with the motion data of the virtual robot developed by the model assembler.

We can test the robot motion like the real world within this simulator which is applied by the physical engine. We can also use dashboard to control the virtual robot in the virtual environment. Figure 5 is the model simulator for multi-jointed robot, which may find some robot’s mistakes before completely developing it.

Figure 6, 7, 8 shows the modeling steps for heterogeneous robots with our development tool.

![Figure 6. TIM design of heterogeneous multi-jointed robot](image)

First, Figure 6 shows the TIM Design of the robots. We can see two dotted rectangles, that is, 'Ultrasensor' class and 'ServoMotor' class, but each dotted
rectangle, ultra sensor, is different in Figure 7, 8. In other words, we use two different ultra sensors sensing to move forward/backward/left-turn/right-turn.

'MultiJointedRobot' class controls the robot behaviors with receiving data via sensor. 'RobotMotion' class brings the stored motion data to execute the determined robot behaviors. 'Arm', 'Joint' and 'ServoMotor' are also classes to perform the robot motions. 'UltraSensor' class handles data of ultra sensor.

![Figure 7. TSM design of ROBOT 1](image)

Like Figure 7, Robot is generated 'DG-118S' class as servo motor, and 'NT_TS601' class as ultra sensor. The dotted class is dependent on robot hardware. That is, we choose DG_118S an NT_TS601 in our tool, then automatically generate then like Figure 7.

Figure 8 shows to transform the TIM (in Figure 6) into other TSM. We use the same servo motor like Robot1, but the different ultra sensor (SRF04) like Robot2.

![Figure 8. TSM design of ROBOT 2](image)

4.3 The Comparison of UML Tools

To analyze the advantages of tools, we compare the existing tools with the particular attributes. These tools except TAU G2 are focused on embedded systems. TAU G2 is focused on the Enterprise application, and not supported with real-time, simulation and parallel mechanism. It is very important that we should choose the right tool to develop the particular target even if these are the existing tools with many functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Rhapsody</th>
<th>TAU G2</th>
<th>Rations 1 RT</th>
<th>Our proposed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MED/MDA support</td>
<td>Embedde</td>
<td>Embedde</td>
<td>Embedde</td>
<td>Embedde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterogeneous platform</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Time Design</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code generation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation support</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterogeneous E/W support</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallel mechanism</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Jointed Robot support</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

778
On design aspect, there are some advantages that this tool simulates the robot motion before actually developing it, has parallel mechanism (Fork-Join / Reverse Fork-Join) to design dynamic models, and supports heterogeneous platform / hardware. On implementation aspect, it automatically generates source codes (such as C, C++ and Java) which the developer needs.

5. Conclusion

We propose MDD based modeling tool to design heterogeneous multi-jointed Robots. We can also quickly develop heterogeneous robots with model transformation algorithm and profiles. We are still research on the extension of UML notations and modeling & simulation to completely model the heterogeneous robots, and also on the extension of profiles to apply many other targets.
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